Abstract. Volcanic ash cloud can threaten the safety of aviation transportation. The current detection of the volcanic ash cloud mainly depends on the remote sensing images. Independent component analysis (ICA) and support vector machine (SVM) have very strong complementary to each other in the volcanic ash cloud detection. Taking the moderate resolution imaging spectroradiometer (MODIS) images of Indonesia Sangeang Api volcanic ash clouds as data source on May 30, 2014, this paper propose the variable Bayesian ICA and SVM (VBICA-SVM) method for detection of the volcanic ash cloud, which is based on the analysis of the physical properties of volcanic ash cloud and the absorption spectral characteristics in the scope of thermal infrared bands. The result shows that the VBICA-SVM method can effectively detect the spatial distribution of the volcanic ash clouds, and has great potential applications in the ash cloud monitoring and disaster mitigation.
Introduction
Remote sensing has the advantages of wide coverage, large amount of information and short revisit cycle, and widely used in the resource investigation, environmental monitoring, etc. [1, 2] Compared with the traditional digital image, the remote sensing images contain more diverse terrain types, therefore, the objects distribution in remote sensing image is more complex. The ash cloud monitoring using remote sensing technique is a huge system project, and the key is how to accurately identify the spatial distribution of the ash cloud [3, 4] . Although the researchers at home and abroad used all kinds of remote sensing data and methods for identification study on some large-scale volcanic ash cloud [5] , most of these methods are based on the mathematical model, and can't completely meet the requirements of actual ash cloud detection.
As a new signal processing technology, ICA has close association with the problem of blind source separation, and it has the ability of separating source signals from the mixed ones without the need of prior knowledge [6, 7] . The SVM can realize the non-linear classification of objects in remote sensing image. Both have a great advantage in remote sensing images processing. At present, the application field of the ICA and SVM has expanded from solution of mixed blind signals to signal detection, image processing and pattern recognition, etc. But the ICA model has problems containing the independence and invariance of components, no noise assumption as well as the uncertainty of the final solution [8] , and SVM has problem such as small sample properties. Given this, this paper proposes VBICA-SVM method used for detection of volcanic ash cloud from remote sensing images. In the proposed method, the Bayesian network is introduced into the ICA model, we used Bayesian inference to complete the study of unknown hidden variables (independent components), and we optimized it by combination with the variational approximation algorithm to make the isolated independent components as consistent as the real situation of the surface. And then the obtained independent component of VBICA make as the inputted feature vector of SVM.
The first section of our paper is the introduction. The second section is the theoretical basis of ICA and SVM method. The third section is the detection of Indonesia Sangeang Api volcanic ash cloud based on VBICA-SVM method. The fourth section is precision evaluation of Indonesia Sangeang Api volcanic ash cloud, and the last section is our conclusion.
Theoretical basis
Add noise information in the standard ICA model, making it the linear mixed ICA model with noise [9, 10] , and the formula is shown below: ( ) ( ) ( ) x t As t t ε = +
Where the x(t) refers to a mixed signal with M dimension, s(t) refers to a source signal (hidden variable) with L dimension, mixed matrix A is M × L, ε(t) refers to Gaussian noise, which usually is a diagonal matrix with the inverse variance for Λ and the mean for zero.
In linear mixed ICA model containing noises, the probability calculation formula for mixed signal x(t) is:
x As x As = − Λ − , det(·) refers to the determinant value. In the model we assume the source signals are independent of each other, so the probability distribution formula for s can be 
In variational Bayesian ICA model, according to the conditional independence principle of the Bayesian network, we use the approximate form of real posteriori probability distribution p′(W|θ) to calculate the partial derivatives of various parameters, and the maximum value, respectively, so:
Where Z i refers to specification factors, whose value varies with the variable.
In variational Bayesian ICA model, through the conditional independence assumption of Bayesian inference and source signal generation model, we can choose the approximate form of real posteriori probability distribution p′(W|θ):
, '( | ) p s q can be obtained in GOM model. According to the source signal generation model of variational Bayesian ICA, the following formula can be launched:
Substitute the approximate form of real posteriori probability distribution p′(W|θ) into maximum negative free energy F. Combining with the definition of prior distribution of the parameters in the source signal model, the best approximation true posterior probability distribution parameters of the source signal s can be deduced:
Similarly, we can also continuously deduce the real posterior probability distribution of other parameters and hidden variables in the variational Bayesian ICA model, and obtain the approximation value through iteratively approaching true value until convergence.
Suppose there is a sample set {(x 1 , y 1 ),(x 2 , y 2 ), …, (x n , y n )}, x i ∈ R d represent the input mode, y ∈{±1}represent targets output, i∈(1, 2, …, N). The optimal hyperplanes for classification is w Txi + b = 0 and the weight w and bias b should satisfy the following conditions:
Where ξ i is a slack variable indicating the schema from the linearity, i = 1, 2,…N. SVM aims to find a hyperplane to make the average classification error of training data reach minimum and thereby:
Where C is the penalty coefficient indicating the punishment degree of error-classifying samples by SVM, C ≥ 0. On the basis of Lagrangian, the solution of optimal hyperplanes for classification can be converted into the following formula: 
Detection of Sangeang Api volcanic ash cloud

General situation
Sangeang Api, also known as Abigail volcano, is located in Indonesia, and it's also a volcanic island. It is a part of the Lesser Sunda Islands, and it is governed by the West Nusa Tenggara. It 
The detection of Sangeang volcano ash cloud
We can learn from the basic principle of PCA that after PCA processing the first principal component images (PCI1) has the largest amount of information, concentrated with around 80% of the whole ash cloud information, and it is followed by the second principal component images (PCI2), then the principal component images (PCI) show a decreasing amount of information in turn. In our experiment, we handle the outer band data (except band 26) on the ash cloud of Sangeang volcano on May 30, 2014 with the help of the remote sensing image processing software ENVI 4.6 respectively, and the result is shown in Figure 2 . Seen from Figure 2 , the color of the volcanic ash cloud and meteorological cloud is darker and film in PCI1 image, while the color of the sea and land is mostly gray, the boundary contrast of volcanic ash cloud and meteorological cloud with the land, sea and other types of surface feathers is very obvious as a whole. Then we see PCI2, after distinguish the volcanic ash cloud and meteorological cloud information from PCI image, PCI2 image highlights part of the pieces of information on the southeast volcanic ash cloud to a certain extent. In PCI3 image, although the ash cloud information is seperated from the meteorological cloud, sea and land, the volcanic ash information become vague and confused with some coasts of bare islands. In short, after PCA processing for the infrared MODIS data, the information of the volcanic ash cloud, meteorological cloud, land, sea and other different types of surface feathers has been gathered, which highlights the ash cloud information and raises the separability of the cloud. The PCA processing is helpful for the subsequent ash cloud recognition research based on PCI image to a certain extent. Figure 3 is the independent component image (ICI) for Sangeang volcano ash cloud after VBICA processing. Seen from Figure 3 , in the ICI image which is processed with VBICA method, the difference between information in different terrain type increases obviously, i.e. the separability between different terrain types is increased, which is propitious to help improve the extraction accuracy of volcanic ash cloud thematic information. According to visual interpretation, ICI3 image has the largest amount of volcanic ash cloud information, and the contrast of ash cloud information with meteorological cloud, sea and land is very clear. Other ICI images either have the disadvantage of poor contrast between different components, or have the deficiency that the misjudgment phenomenon for the volcanic ash cloud information is serious.
In addition, in order to understand the quality of ICI image after being processed by the variational Bayesian ICA method more detailedly, we calculate the color histogram for every ICI image. Results show that in ICI images after VBICA processing, the difference between the ash cloud information and the sea, land and other background features increase, and its spectrum distribution is more even, to a certain extent, it increases the separability of volcanic ash cloud thematic information in MODIS remote sensing images.
We use ICI images on Sangeang volcano ash cloud after being processed by VBICA method as the input feature vectors of the SVM, participating in the SVM classifier training and learning, respectively. We choose RBF kernel function as the kernel function of SVM classifier, the penalty coefficient C is 800, and the interval coefficient γ is 0.035. Figure 4 is the Sangeang volcanic ash cloud information on May 30, 2014 detected by VBICA -SVM. Seen from Figure 4 , VBICA-SVM method accurately identified the Sangeang volcanic ash cloud information on May 30, 2014, the broken patches of the identified volcanic ash cloud information are very few, and the visual effect is good.
The precision evaluation
To evaluate the recognition effect of the ash cloud information obtained by VBICA-SVM method, in this experiment we randomly generate 500 calibration data points, then we the confusion matrix method is adopted to help conduct the accuracy evaluation for volcanic ash cloud information, the results are shown in Table 1 and Table 2 . As we can see from Table 1 and Table 2 , the total accuracy of identified ash cloud information obtained by VBICA-SVM method reaches 88.4%, and the Kappa coefficient is 0.8011, thus good performance has been achieved.
Conclusions
This paper applied VBICA-SVM method on the identification research of the Sangeang volcanic ash cloud information on May 30, 2014 in MODIS images, in terms of both recognition accuracy and image quality, the identification effect of ash cloud information is good enough. In addition, the algorithm can overcome the problem of being not able to distinguish the ash cloud information with meteorological cloud, which appears in the above two methods, thus it can be used as a useful supplement for traditional ash cloud recognition methods. However, the method also has the problem of time-consuming calculation and computing complexity. In the subsequent research, more attention should be paid on tring to reduce the parameters participated in variational Bayesian ICA calculation as much as possible, and on the problem of ranking the separated independent components according to certain rules.
